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Mindfulness
Whatever our pursuit of excellence, we each need to show
up mentally, not just physically. The rise of mindfulness is
unquestionably a positive development. The practice is
helping people manage stress and maximize creativity. But
mindfulness is much more than a mental fitness tool; it's
an asset for leaders seeking to perceive — and reperceive — the world and make better strategic choices.
In this issue of Indore Manager, let's understand how
mindfulness could be a necessary tool for addressing the
complexities of today's workplaces.

In an era where one's mind is always full of all sorts of ideas, plans and tasks, the
only way to apply full mind on something is to be mindful. Or else, cajoled by
the aura created around multitasking, we shall soon fall prey to being a 'divided
self' working in installments on bits and pieces. Yes! Being mindful can prove to
be that all-important antidote to this modern epidemic. And contrary to popular
belief, mindfulness is not some abstract concept that is attained through esoteric
means.
Beyond the stereotyped imagery of a 'man with a halo' sitting under a tree in
yogic pose, mindfulness is a scientific and accessible practice that can be
assimilated in a person's day-to-day working and can be applied in a replicable
manner for tangible outcomes. As management fraternity, we can get benefited
greatly by integrating this concept of 'mindfulness' at workplace. This issue is
meant to initiate that process by helping you understand what it is, know what it
does, andrealize what it can mean to us.
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"In the context of work environment, emotional intelligence enables three
important skill sets: stellar work performance, outstanding leadership, and the
ability to create the conditions of happiness" says Chade-Meng Tan."
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The essence of mindfulness is present -moment awareness and accepting it
without judgment, which sounds quite easy! But research (and I would bet,
your personal experience) reveals that it is quite challenging. There is so much
in our external environment to pull us away from the present moment- phones,
emails, Netflix, the thoughts of our internal world and we do spend a good part
of our day on the train of thoughts without even realizing we ever boarded it.
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Whatever our pursuit of excellence, we need to show up mentally, not just
physically. The rise of mindfulness is unquestionably a positive development.
The practice is helping people manage stress and maximize creativity. But
mindfulness is much more than a mental fitness tool; it's an asset for the leaders
seeking to perceive - and re-perceive - the world and make better strategic
choices.
In this issue of Indore Manager, let's understand how mindfulness could be a
necessary tool for addressing the complexities of today's workplaces.
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THEME ARTICLE

Let's start with the basics. What,
exactly, is mindfulness? How do you
define it?

Mindfulness
in the

Mindfulness is the process of actively noticing new
things. When you do that, it puts you in the present. It
makes you more sensitive to context and perspective. It's
the essence of engagement. And it's energy-begetting,
not energy-consuming. The mistake most people make is
to assume it's stressful and exhausting-all this thinking.
But what's stressful is all the mindless negative
evaluations we make and the worry that we'll find
problems and not be able to solve them.
We all seek stability. We want to hold things still,
thinking that if we do, we can control them. But since
everything is always changing, that doesn't work.
Actually, it causes you to lose control.
Take work processes. When people say, "This is the way
to do it," that's not true. There are always many ways, and
the way you choose should depend on the current
context. You can't solve today's problems with
yesterday's solutions. So when someone says, "Learn this
so it's second nature," let a bell go off in your head,
because that means mindlessness. The rules you were
given were the rules that worked for the person who
created them, and the more different you are from that
person, the worse they're going to work for you. When
you're mindful, rules, routines, and goals guide you; they
don't govern you.

What are some of the specific benefits
of being more mindful, according to
your research?

of complexity
Over nearly four decades, Ellen Langer's research on
mindfulness has greatly influenced thinking across a range
of fields, from behavioral economics to positive psychology. It reveals
that by paying attention to what's going on around us, instead of operating on auto-pilot, we can reduce stress,
unlock creativity, and boost performance. Her "counterclockwise" experiments, for example, demonstrated that
elderly men could improve their health by simply acting as if it were 20 years earlier. In this interview with senior
editor Alison Beard, Langer applies her thinking to leadership and management in an age of increasing chaos.
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“Leaders think and talk about the solutions. Followers think and
talk about the problems.” —Brian Tracy

Better performance, for one. We did a study with
symphony musicians, who, it turns out, are bored to
death. They're playing the same pieces over and over
again, and yet it's a high-status job that they can't easily
walk away from. So we had groups of them perform.
Some were told to replicate a previous performance
they'd liked-that is, to play pretty mindlessly. Others
were told to make their individual performance new in
subtle ways-to play mindfully. Remember: This wasn't
jazz, so the changes were very subtle indeed. But when
we played recordings of the symphonies for people who
knew nothing about the study, they overwhelmingly
preferred the mindfully played pieces. So here we had a

“A man who wants to lead the orchestra must turn
his back on the crowd.” —Max Lucado

group performance where everybody was doing their
own thing, and it was better. There's this view that if you
let everyone do their own thing, chaos will reign. When
people are doing their own thing in a rebellious way, yes,
it might. But if everyone is working in the same context
and is fully present, there's no reason why you shouldn't
get a superior coordinated performance.
"I also tell people about work/life integration, not
balance. 'Balance' suggests that the two are opposite
and have nothing in common. But that's not true."
There are many other advantages to mindfulness. It's
easier to pay attention. You remember more of what
you've done. You're more creative. You're able to take
advantage of opportunities when they present
themselves. You avert the danger not yet arisen. You like
people better, and people like you better, because you're
less evaluative. You're more charismatic.
The idea of procrastination and regret can go away,
because if you know why you're doing something, you
don't take yourself to task for not doing something else. If
you're fully present when you decide to prioritize this
task or work at this firm or create this product or pursue
this strategy, why would you regret it?
I've been studying this for nearly 40 years, and for almost
any measure, we find that mindfulness generates a more
positive result. That makes sense when you realize it's a
superordinate variable. No matter what you're doingeating a sandwich, doing an interview, working on some
gizmo, writing a report-you're doing it mindfully or
mindlessly. When it's the former, it leaves an imprint on
what you do. At the very highest levels of any fieldFortune 50 CEOs, the most impressive artists and
musicians, the top athletes, the best teachers and
mechanics-you'll find mindful people, because that's the
only way to get there.

How have you shown a link between
mindfulness and innovation?
With Gabriel Hammond, a graduate student, I ran a study
where we asked participants to come up with new uses
for products that had failed. We primed one group for
mindlessness by telling them how the product had fallen
short of its original intended use-to cite a famous
example from 3M, a failed glue. We primed the other for
mindfulness by simply describing the product's
properties-a substance that adheres for only a short
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amount of time. Of course, the most creative ideas for
new uses came from the second group.
I'm an artist as well as a researcher, writer, and
consultant-each activity informs the others for me-and I
got the idea to study mindfulness and mistakes when I
was painting. I looked up and saw I was using ocher when
I'd meant to use magenta, so I started trying to fix it. But
then I realized I'd made the decision to use magenta only
seconds before. People do this all the time. You start with
uncertainty, you make a decision, and if you make a
mistake, it's a calamity. But the path you were following
was just a decision. You can change it at any time, and
maybe an alternative will turn out better. When you're
mindful, mistakes become friends.

that I value being spontaneous. That means if you want to
change my behavior, you'll have to persuade me not to
like spontaneity. But chances are that when you see me
from this proper perspective-spontaneous rather than
impulsive-you won't want to change me.

Mindfulness helps you realize that there are no positive
or negative outcomes. There's A, B, C, D, and more, each
with its challenges and opportunities.

Mindful
Management

How does being mindful make
someone more charismatic?

What else can managers do to be more
mindful?

We've shown this in a few studies. An early one was with
magazine salespeople: The mindful ones sold more and
were rated as more likable by buyers. More recently,
we've looked at the bind that women executives face: If
they act in strong, stereotypically masculine ways,
they're seen as bitchy, but if they act feminine, they're
seen as weak and not leadership material. So we asked
two groups of women to give persuasive speeches. One
group was told to act masculine, the other to act feminine.
Then half of each group was instructed to give their
speech mindfully, and we found that audiences preferred
the mindful speakers, regardless of what gender role they
were playing out.

One tactic is to imagine that your thoughts are totally
transparent. If they were, you wouldn't think awful things
about other people. You'd find a way to understand their
perspective.

And mindfulness also makes you less
judgmental about others?
Yes. We all have a tendency to mindlessly pigeonhole
people: He's rigid. She's impulsive. But when you freeze
someone in that way, you don't get the chance to enjoy a
relationship with them or use their talents. Mindfulness
helps you to appreciate why people behave the way they
do. It makes sense to them at the time, or else they
wouldn't do it.
We did a study in which we asked people to rate their own
character traits-the things they would most like to change
and the things they most valued about themselves-and we
found a big irony. The traits that people valued tended to
be positive versions of the ones they wanted to change.
So the reason I personally can't stop being impulsive is
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same approach. Question the belief that you're the only
one who can do it, that there's only one way to do it, and
that the company will collapse if you don't do it. When
you open your views to be mindful, the stress just
dissipates.

And when you're upset about something-maybe
someone turned in an assignment late, or didn't do it the
way you wanted-ask yourself, "Is it a tragedy or an
inconvenience?" It's probably the latter. Most of the
things that get us upset are.
I also tell people to think about work/life integration, not
balance. "Balance" suggests that the two are opposite and
have nothing in common. But that's not true. They're both
mostly about people. There are stresses in both. There are
schedules to be met. If you keep them separate, you don't
learn to transfer what you do successfully in one domain
to the other. When we're mindful, we realize that
categories are person-constructed and don't limit us.
Remember, too, that stress is not a function of events; it's
a function of the view you take of events. You think a
particular thing is going to happen and that when it does,
it's going to be awful. But prediction is an illusion. We
can't know what's going to happen. So give yourself five
reasons you won't lose the job. Then think of five reasons
why, if you did, it would be an advantage-new
opportunities, more time with family, et cetera. Now
you've gone from thinking it's definitely going to happen
to thinking maybe it will and even if it does, you'll be OK.
If you feel overwhelmed by your responsibilities, use the

Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do and they will
surprise you with their ingenuity. —General George Patton

Give me some scenarios, and I'll explain how
mindfulness helps.

I'm the leader of a team in dissent.
People are arguing vehemently for
different strategies, and I have to
decide on one.
There's an old story about two people coming before a
judge. One guy tells his side of the story, and the judge
says, "That's right." The other guy tells his side of the
story, and the judge says, "That's right." They say, "We
can't both be right." And the judge says, "That's right."
We have this mindless notion to settle disputes with a
choice between this way or that way, or a compromise.
But win-win solutions can almost always be sought.
Instead of letting people lock into their positions, go back
and open it up. Have opponents play the debate from the
other side so that they realize there are good arguments
either way. Then find a way for both of them to be right.

I'm an executive with lots of
commitments who's facing a personal
crisis.
If I couldn't do this interview because I was having a
problem at home, I would say, "Alison, I hope you'll
forgive me, but my mind is elsewhere right now because
I'm having this crisis." And you might say, "Oh, no, I had
a crisis last week. It's OK. I understand." And then, when
the crisis was over, we could come back to what we were
doing, but with a whole new relationship, which would
set us up for all sorts of good things in the future.
I'm a boss giving a review to an underperforming
employee.
Make clear that the evaluation is your perspective, not a
universal one, which opens up the dialogue. Let's say a
student or a worker adds one and one and gets one. The

“As we look ahead into the next century,
leaders will be those who empower others.” —Bill Gates

teacher or employer can just say
"Wrong," or he can try to figure out
how the person got to one. Then the
worker says, "If you add one wad
of chewing gum to another wad,
one plus one equals one."
Now the boss has
l e a r n e d
something.
As a leader, you
can walk
around as if
you're God and
get everybody
to quiver. But
then you're not
going to learn
anything, because
they're not going to tell you, and
you're going to be lonely and
unhappy. It doesn't have to be
lonely at the top. You can be there
and be open.

How do you create a more
mindful organization?
When I'm doing consulting work with
companies, I usually start by showing everyone
how mindless they are, and what they're missing as
a result. You can be mindless only if two
conditions are met: You found the very best
way of doing things, and nothing changes.
Of course, those conditions can't be met.
So if you're going to work, you should
be there and notice things. Then I
explain that there are alternative ways
of getting anywhere, and in fact, you
can't even be sure that the
destination you've
chosen is ultimately
where you'll want to
be. Everything
looks different
from different
perspectives.
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I tell leaders they should make not knowing OK-I don't
know, you don't know, nobody knows-rather than acting
like they know, so everyone else pretends they know,
which leads to all sorts of discomfort and anxiety.
Eliminate zero-accident policies. If you have a zeroaccident policy, you're going to have a maximum-lying
policy. Get people to ask, "Why? What are the benefits of
doing it this way versus another way?" When you do that,
everyone relaxes a little, and you're all better able to see
and take advantage of opportunities.
I was working with a nursing home years ago, and a nurse
walked in, complaining that one of the residents didn't
want to go to the dining room. She wanted to stay in her
room and eat peanut butter. So I butted in and said,
"What's wrong with that?" Her answer was "What if
everybody wants to do it?" And I said, "Well, if
everybody did it, you'd save a lot of money on food. But,
more seriously, it would tell you something about how
the food is being prepared or served. If it's only one
person occasionally, what's the big deal? If it happens all
the time, there's an opportunity here."

I imagine you don't like checklists?
The first time you go through a checklist, it's fine. But
after that, most people tend to do it mindlessly. So in
aviation you have flaps up, throttle open, anti-ice off. But
if snow is coming and the anti-ice is off, the plane
crashes.
Checklists aren't bad if they require qualitative
information to be obtained in that moment. For example,
"Please note the weather conditions. Based on these
conditions, should the anti-ice be on or off?" or "How is
the patient's skin color different from yesterday?" If you
ask questions that encourage mindfulness, you bring
people into the present and you're more likely to avoid an
accident.
Mindful, qualitative comments help in interpersonal
relationships, too, by the way. If you're giving a
compliment, "You look great" is not nearly as effective as
something like "Your eyes are sparkling today." To say
that, you have to be there, and people will recognize and
appreciate it.

Mindfulness
And Focus
The business environment has
changed a lot since you began
studying mindfulness. It's more
complex and uncertain. We have new
data and analysis coming at us all the
time. So mindfulness becomes more
important for navigating the chaosbut the chaos makes it a lot harder to
be mindful.
I think chaos is a perception. People say that there's too
much information, and I would say that there's no more
information now than there was before. The difference is
that people believe they have to know it-that the more
information they have, the better the product is going to
be and the more money the company is going to make. I
don't think it depends as much on the amount of
information someone has as on the way it's taken in. And
that needs to be mindfully.

"What you want is a soft openness-to
be attentive to the things you're doing
but not single-minded, because then
you're missing other opportunities."
How has technology changed our ability to be mindful?
Is it a help or a hindrance?
Again, one can bring mindfulness to anything. We've
studied multitasking and found that if you're open and
keep the boundaries loose, it can be an advantage. The
information from one thing can help you with another. I
think what we should do is learn from the way
technology is fun and compelling and build that into our
work.

HBR recently published an article on
the importance of focus in which the
author, Daniel Goleman, talks about

the need for both exploration and
exploitation. How do you balance
mindfulness-constantly looking for
the new-with the ability to buckle
down and get things done?
Vigilance, or very focused attention, is probably
mindless. If I'm racing through the woods on horseback,
watching the branches so that I don't get hit in the face, I
might miss the boulder on the ground, so then my horse
stumbles and I'm thrown off. But I don't think that's what
Dan means by focus. What you want is a soft openness-to
be attentive to the things you're doing but not singleminded, because then you're missing other opportunities.

We hear the management community
talking more about mindfulness now.
When did you realize that the ideas
you've been studying for decades had
become mainstream?
I was at a party, and two different people came up to me
and said, "Your mindfulness is everywhere." Of course, I
just saw a new film that starts with someone going
around Harvard Square asking people what mindfulness
is, and nobody knows. So there's still a lot of work to do.

What are you working on next?
The Langer Mindfulness Institute works in three arenas:
health, aging, and the workplace. In health we want to see
just how far we can push the mind-body notion. Years
ago we did studies on chambermaids (who lost weight
after being told their work was exercise) and vision
(where people did better on eye tests that had them work
up from large letters at the bottom to small ones at the top,
creating the expectation that they would be able to read
them). Now we're trying a mindfulness cure on many
diseases that people think are uncontrollable to see if we
can at least ameliorate the symptoms. We're also doing
counterclockwise retreats around the world, starting in
San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, using research-proven
techniques to help people live boldly. And we're doing
conferences and consulting on work/life integration,
mindful leadership and strategy processes, stress
reduction, and innovation, with companies such as

Thorlo and Santander and NGOs such as
CARE and Vermont's Energy Action
Network.
I'm told that I drive my students crazy
because I'm always coming up with
new ideas. I'm thinking
about maybe a
mindfulness camp for
children. One
exercise might be to
take a group of 20
kids and keep
dividing them into
s u b s e t s male/female,
younger/older, dark
hair/light hair, wearing
black/not wearing blackuntil they realize that everyone is
unique. As I've said for 30 years, the
best way to decrease prejudice is to
increase discrimination. We would
also play games and midway through
mix up the teams. Or maybe we'd give
each child a chance to rewrite the rules of the
game, so it becomes clear that performance is
only a reflection of one's ability under certain
circumstances. You know, if they allowed three
serves in tennis, I would be a much better player.

What's the one thing about
mindfulness you'd like every
executive to remember?
It's going to sound corny, but I believe it
fully: Life consists only of moments,
nothing more than that. So if you make the
moment matter, it all matters. You can
be mindful, you can be mindless.
You can win, you can
lose. The worst case is to
be mindless and lose. So
when you're doing
anything, be mindful,
notice new things,
make it meaningful to you,
and you'll prosper.

https://hbr.org/2014/03/mindfulness-in-the-age-of-complexity
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“All of the great leaders have had one characteristic in common: it was the willingness to confront unequivocally the major
anxiety of their people in their time. This, and not much else, is the essence of leadership. —John Kenneth Galbraith

“Do what you feel in your heart to be right–for you'll be criticized anyway.”
—Eleanor Roosevelt
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Our jobs pay the bills, occupy many of our waking hours
and can even give our lives meaning. They can also be a
source of significant stress: tight deadlines, long days
and difficult conversations. No matter what your job,
work can be anxiety-provoking. Mindfulness can help.
In recent years, many companies — from Google to
General Mills — have started teaching mindfulness in
the office. Whether or not your company does, there are
simple ways to reduce the impact workplace stress can
have on your mind and body. Here's a guide to get you
started

What Is
Mindfulness

Leadership. “The information we're being bombarded
with can be anxiety producing and it can create a sense of
disconnection that can overwhelm us in our personal and
professional lives.”
One way mindfulness can help is simply by allowing us
to improve our focus. When we constantly flit from one
task to another, the quality of our work can suffer. By
practicing mindfulness — simply coming back to the
present moment over and over again — we can train
ourselves to become more focused.
“This is attention training,” says Mr. Harris. “And the
neuroscience shows that this daily exercise can boost the
areas of the brain that have to do with attention
regulation. Multitasking is a pernicious myth that is
preventing us from getting our work done.”

How to Be

More

Mindfulness
The Present Moment
Mindfulness — paying attention to the present moment
in an accepting, nonjudgmental way — is a simple
practice available to all. Research has shown it is also a
reliable method for reducing stress, including at work.
Put most simply, meditation is a way to train the mind.
Most of the time, our minds are wandering — we're
thinking about the future, dwelling on the past, worrying,
fantasizing, fretting or daydreaming. Meditation brings
us back to the present moment, and gives us the tools we
need to be less stressed, calmer and kinder to ourselves
and others.
“I think of mindfulness as the ability not to be yanked
around by your own emotions,” says Dan Harris, the
author of “10 Percent Happier.” “That can have a big
impact on how you are in the workplace.”
There are many ways to cultivate mindfulness at work,
from walking during the day to taking purposeful pauses
when eating. One of the most reliable ways is simple
meditation.
It can be especially helpful to bring a mindful disposition
to your job, which can be the source of significant stress.
And workplace stress is becoming only more consuming,
with email, intra-office chat tools and social media
constantly competing for our attention, and often
bleeding into the hours that historically gave you a break.
“We are encouraged in the workplace to be attached to an
array of technology wizardry 24-7,” says Janice
Marturano, founder of the Institute for Mindful
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Mindful

The goal of mindfulness isn't to stop thinking, or to
empty the mind. Rather, the point is to pay close attention
to your physical sensations, thoughts and emotions in
order to see them more clearly, without making so many
assumptions, or making up stories.
Though mindfulness meditation was inspired by
Buddhist practices, today it is available as a wholly
secular practice that emphasizes stress reduction, the
cultivation of focus and the development of tranquility.
And today, there's a large and growing body of research
identifying the measurable effects of mindfulness on the
body and brain.
Mindfulness meditation isn't the only way to meditate.
Transcendental Meditation, which aims to promote a
state of relaxed awareness through the recitation of a
mantra, is also popular these days. But mindfulness is
taking hold in the business world, from Wall Street to
Silicon Valley.

At the Office
Built for Distraction
Just because they call them “workplaces” doesn't mean
they're the best place to do your work. By learning how to
f o c u s m o r e e ff e c t i v e l y, c o m m u n i c a t e m o r e
compassionately and manage our frustrations, we can

“Don't necessarily avoid sharp edges. Occasionally they are
necessary to leadership.” —Donald Rumsfeld

at Work

avoid many of the common pitfalls that lead to
dissatisfaction on the job.
“The modern office is built for distraction,” says Joe
Burton, founder of Whil, a meditation app. “Not just the
open-office floor plan, but Slack channels and email.
They constantly take you off of task. You're constantly
having to go back and remember where you left off.”
Conscious Choices
Even without a formal meditation practice, there are
simple steps you can take to give yourself a better chance
of staying present:
• Turn off pop-up notifications and push
notifications.
• Answer email during dedicated periods of time,
rather than constantly throughout the day as soon
as it pops into your inbox.
• Finish one task before you begin the next.
“We can make conscious choices about how distracted
we will allow ourselves to be all day long,” says Ms.
Marturano. “This can help you be more productive and
focused.”

“Education is the mother of leadership.” —Wendell Willkie

Try It
When you are experiencing a particularly stressful
moment, a popular mindfulness exercise known as
S.T.O.P. can be helpful.
• Stop. Just take a momentary pause, no matter
what you're doing.
• Take a breath. Feel the sensation of your own
breathing, which brings you back to the present
moment.
• Observe. Acknowledge what is happening, for
good or bad, inside you or out. Just note it.
• Proceed. Having briefly checked in with the
present moment, continue with whatever it was
you were doing.

Big Results
At Aetna, a large health insurance company, more than
10,000 employees have participated in a mindfulness or
yoga class that the company offers, resulting in a
healthier and more effective workforce. In a study
conducted with Duke University, Aetna found that
among those who took part, there was a 28 percent
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reduction in their self-reported stress levels, a 20 percent
improvement in their sleep quality and a 19 percent
reduction in pain recorded in surveys of the participants.
They also became more effective, gaining an average of
62 minutes per week of added productivity.

Mindful Meetings
It can also be useful to set some simple guidelines aimed
at cultivating a more mindful environment at the office,
especially during meetings. “Meetings can be an
incredible waste of time when people aren't really
listening,” says Ms. Marturano. “If one eye is on your
phone while you're in a meeting, you're not really there.”
To stay present, Ms. Marturano suggests some simple
rules:
• No phones or computers allowed at meetings,
whenever possible.
• If you need a note taker, have one person act as
secretary and circulate the notes afterwords.
• Give everyone present the opportunity to speak,
uninterrupted.

On the Go
Always Working
These days, it can seem like we're always working, even
when we're not at the office. Here are tips to help you stay
in the present moment even when you're in the elevator or
at lunch.
Pausing
Perhaps the simplest thing to do is simply find moments
to come back to the present moment throughout the day.
Mindfulness isn't just cultivated by long stretches spent
sitting on a meditation cushion. Short moments, many
times throughout the day, can have a profound effect on
our disposition.
“Just feeling my feet as I walk begins to break through
this feeling that I'm on autopilot throughout the day,”
says Mr. Harris. “If I can be present, rather than amping
up my anxiety, that makes a difference in the quality of
my day.”

Frustrations

Try It

Even for those who make mindfulness a habit,
frustrations are bound to arise at work. Colleagues may
let us down, promotions may evade our grasp and
deadlines may pile up. When this happens, rather than try
to fight the situation, see if it's possible to approach the
situation with some measure of equanimity.

When you have to wait for a few moments — at the
elevator, as your computer turns on or as something
prints, rather than take out your phone and check your
email, try a Purposeful Pause:

“These are opportunities for reflection,” says Ms.
Marturano. “Can you formulate a question around it?
How does it feel in your body? Be open and curious.
Where else do you feel that. Can you pause before you
react?”
“Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that
space is our power to choose our response. In our
response lies our growth and our freedom.” — Viktor
Frankl
During difficult conversations, see if it's possible to listen
to what the other person is saying, rather than just
stewing in frustration. “Rather than approaching that
conversation as an opportunity to change someone's
mind, see if you can create the habit of trying to
understand,” says Mr. Harris. “You'll feel better, and the
encounter will go better.”
Meditation for Real Life
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1. Take a moment to check in with your body. What
does it feel like to take one breath? How does it
feel to stand, or sit, with the weight of your body
balancing there?
2. If your mind wanders, come back to the
sensations in your body.
3. And when you're ready, proceed with your day.

“You don't have to be perennially woke,” says Mr. Harris.
“But it's about shaving down the amount of time your
mind is aimlessly wandering. Maybe taste your first bite
of food at lunch.”
A simple exercise, known as R.A.I.N., can help us stay in
the present moment and not get caught up clinging to the
experiences of others, or our own emotions.
• R: Recognize. Acknowledge what is happening,
just noting it in a calm and accepting manner.
• A: Accept. Allow life to be just as it is, without
trying to change it right away, and without
wishing it were different somehow.
• I: Investigate. See how it feels, whether it is
making you upset or happy, giving you pleasure
or pain, just note it.
• N: Non-Identification. Realize that the sensations
you are feeling make for a fleeting experience,
one that will soon pass. It isn't who you are.

Mindful Leadership

But this isn't just for C.E.O.s. These days, anyone can
cultivate these qualities using mindfulness and
meditation. “Employers used to hire for IQ,” says Mr.
Burton. “But what employers need most in the face of
ongoing change is leaders who can be curious,
empathetic and compassionate, and there's a real
shortage of these kinds of skills.”

Respect and Compassion
Among the most important aspects of mindful leadership
is simply treating people with respect and dignity. Even if
you have to give people bad news or make difficult
choices, strive to do so in a way that is kind and
empathetic. “The reality of business is the reality of
business,” says Ms. Marturano. “But you can make
people feel respected and treat people with compassion.”
At some companies, mindful leadership may involve
actually promoting mindfulness and meditation
offerings at work. More and more workplaces — from
schools to hospitals to banks — are offering such
programs on the job.

Inspiring Confidence

Not Being a Jerk

For executives who manage teams or organizations,
mindfulness can be particularly impactful, helping
leaders stay honest, make tough choices empathically
and inspire confidence. But these days, anyone can be a
leader, too.

With time and practice, mindfulness becomes selfreinforcing. “One of the beautiful things about the
practice is that you see that treating people poorly doesn't
feel good,” says Mr. Harris. “And the converse does feel
good. It creates this set of incentives that leads to better
behavior.”

“It's about creating these little opportunities to have a
little dose of mindfulness,” says Mr. Harris. “Rather than
pulling out your phone and walking into a wall, just see
what it's like to feel your legs moving.”

“Mindful leadership is about embodying focus,
creativity, clarity and compassion in the service of
others,” says Ms. Marturano. “It's not just about the Csuites. It's about an individual's ability to more often
influence for better, and less often influence for worse.”

Leaving Work at Work

Have a Beginner's Mind

Another good habit to get into is being more judicious
with technology when we're not at the office. Try not to
check your email incessantly when you're at home. Do
your best to leave work at your workplace. This will help
you be more present with friends and family, and also
more refreshed when you arrive at the office.

Marc Benioff, the chief executive of Salesforce, has been
practicing meditation for yearsand says mindfulness has
changed the way he leads.

“Effective leadership is putting first things first. Effective management
is discipline, carrying it out.” —Stephen Covey

“Having a beginner's mind informs my management
style. I'm trying to listen deeply, and the beginner's mind
is informing me to step back, so that I can create what
wants to be, not what was. I know that the future does not
equal the past. I know that I have to be here in the
moment.” — Marc Benioff

But even without a formal mindfulness program in the
office, anyone can exhibit mindful leadership by
bringing self-awareness, emotional regulation and
empathy to their interactions with colleagues. “It's about
not being a jerk,” says Mr. Harris. “At some basic level, it
comes back to that.”
By David Gelles

“Great leaders are almost always great simplifiers, who can cut through argument,
debate, and doubt to offer a solution everybody can understand.” —General Colin Powell
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Spending 10 Minutes a
Day on Mindfulness
Subtly Changes the Way
You React to Everything

Having trained thousands of leaders in the techniques of
this ancient practice, we've seen over and over again that
a diligent approach to mindfulness can help people create
a one-second mental space between an event or stimulus
and their response to it. One second may not sound like a
lot, but it can be the difference between making a rushed
decision that leads to failure and reaching a thoughtful
conclusion that leads to increased performance. It's the
difference between acting out of anger and applying due
patience. It's a one-second lead over your mind, your
emotions, your world.
Research has found that mindfulness training alters
our brains and how we engage with ourselves,
others, and our work. When practiced and
applied, mindfulness fundamentally alters the
operating system of the mind. Through
repeated mindfulness practice, brain activity is
redirected from ancient, reactionary parts of the
brain, including the limbic system, to the newest,
rational part of the brain, the prefrontal cortex.
In this way mindfulness practice decreases activity in the
parts of the brain responsible for fight-or-flight and kneejerk reactions while increasing activity in the part of the
brain responsible for what's termed our executive
functioning. This part of the brain, and the executive
functioning skills it supports, is the control center for our
thoughts, words, and actions. It's the center of logical
thought and impulse control. Simply put, relying more on
our executive functioning puts us firmly in the driver's
seat of our minds, and by extension our lives.

Leaders across the globe
feel that the
unprecedented
busyness of modernday leadership makes
them more reactive and
less proactive. There is a
solution to this hardwired,
reactionary leadership
approach: mindfulness.

One second can be the difference between achieving
desired results or not. One second is all it takes to become
less reactive and more in tune with the moment. In that
one second lies the opportunity to improve the way you
decide and direct, the way you engage and lead. That's an
enormous advantage for leaders in fast-paced, highpressure jobs.
Here are five easily implemented tips to help you become
more mindful:

Practice 10 minutes of mindfulness
training each day. Most people find mornings
the best time to practice mindfulness, but you can do it
any time of day. You can find a 10-minute guided
mindfulness training program, a short mindfulness

training manual, and a link to a free downloadable
mindfulness app here. Try it for four weeks.

Avoid reading email first thing in the
morning. Our minds are generally most focused,
creative, and expansive in the morning. This is the time to
do focused, strategic work and have important
conversations. If you read your email as you get up, your
mind will get sidetracked and you'll begin the slide
toward reactive leadership. Making email your first task
of the day wastes the opportunity to use your mind at its
highest potential. Try waiting at least 30 minutes, or even
an hour, after you get to work before checking your
inbox.

Turn off all notifications. The notification
alarms on your phone, tablet, and laptop are significant
contributors to reactive leadership. They keep you
mentally busy and put you under pressure, thereby
triggering reactionary responses. They cause damage far
more than they add value. Try this: For one week turn off
all email notifications on all devices. Only check your
email once every hour (or as often as responsibly needed
for your job), but don't compulsively check messages as
they roll into your inbox.
Stop multitasking. It keeps your mind full, busy,
and under pressure. It makes you reactive. Try to
maintain focus on a single task, and then notice when you
find your mind drifting off to another task - a sign that
your brain wishes to multitask. When this happens,
mentally shut down all the superfluous tasks entering
your thoughts while maintaining focus on the task at
hand.
Put it on your calendar. Schedule a check-in
with yourself every two weeks to assess how well you're
doing with the previous four tips, or as a reminder to
revisit this article to refresh your memory. Consider
engaging one of your peers to do the same thing. This
gives you a chance to assess each other, which can be
both helpful and motivating.
We encourage you to give these tips a try. Although
mindfulness isn't a magic pill, it will help you more
actively select your responses and make calculated
choices instead of succumbing to reactionary decisions.

https://hbr.org/2017/01/spending-10-minutes-a-day-on-mindfulness-subtly-changes-the-way-you-react-to-everything
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“Great leaders are not defined by the absence of weakness,
but rather by the presence of clear strengths.” —John Zenger

“He who has great power should use it lightly.” —Seneca
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ACTIVITIES
Evolution for
Excellence
Indore Management Association organized
Evolution for Excellence with Ms. Veena
Chibber, Consultant & Traineron the topic What
Got You Here, Won't Get You Thereon Saturday,
October 19, 2019 at Hotel Radisson, Indore.

CENTER OF
EXCELLENCE
Indore Management Association organized
Centre of Excellence (COE), an interactive
session on the topic "Awareness Program on
Commodity Derivatives" on Thursday, October
03, 2019 at IMA Meeting Room, Jall Auditorium,
Indore. The Facilitator for the session was Mr.
Gaurav Kaushik - Assistant Vice President at
MCX India Ltd. (MPCG)

Center of
Excellence
Indore Management Association organized Centre
of Excellence (COE), an interactive session on the
topic “New Product Development – Challenges and
Process” on September10, 2019 at IMA Meeting
Room, Jall Auditorium, Indore. The Facilitator for
the session was Dr. Abhishek Mishra-Associate
Professor (Marketing Management) at IIM, Indore.

Center of
Excellence
Indore Management Association organized Centre
of Excellence (COE), an interactive session on the
topic "Emotional Hygiene - The Prerequisite to
Mental Healthon Friday, October 11, 2019 at IMA
Meeting Room, Jall Auditorium, Indore. The
Facilitator for the session was Dr. Sandeep Atre Founder-Director of Socialigence, Indore.

Exclusive
Session
training @
Doorstep
Indore Management Association (IMA) organized
In-house Training, a one-day workshop for the
corporate people on the topic "Ownership and
Accountability Culture for Managers"" on Tuesday,
22nd Oct, 2019at Cipla Limited- Pithampur. The
faculty for this workshop was Mr. Jaison Thomas
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“Leadership is an action, not a position.” —Donald McGannon

Indore Management Association organized an
exclusive session on "Innovation" on Friday,
September 27, 2019 at IMA Meeting Room,
Indore. The Facilitator for the session wasMr.
Ravi Arora - Vice President, Innovation, Tata
Sons.

“Leaders don't force people to follow ---they invite them on a journey.” —Charles S. Lauer
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Women Leadership
Conclave 2019

ACTIVITIES
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“Leaders should strive for authenticity over perfection.” —Sheryl Sandberg

IMA organized Women Leadership Conclave
2019 on Saturday, September 21, 2019 at
Brilliant Convention Centre, Indore.

“Business leaders cannot be bystanders.” —Howard Schultz
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STUDENT CHAPTER
Student Chapter
Management Film Show
IMA Student Chapter Program had organized
Management Film Showon "Goal Setting through
Famous Bollywood Movies"for students of
Institute of Business Management & Research,
IPS Academy, Indore on Monday, September 09,
2019. Speaker for the session wasDr. Subodh
Shrivastava, CEO iNTRED Services Pvt. Ltd.

Student Chapter
Exclusive Session
IMA Student Chapter had organized an Exclusive
Session for the Management students of Indore on
Friday, September 27, 2019 at Prestige Institute of
Management & Research (PG Campus), Indore.
Topic for the session was "Innovation". Speakers for
the session was Mr. Ravi Arora - Vice President,
Innovation, Tata Sons.

Student Chapter
Center of Excellence
IMA Student Chapter had organized Centre of
Excellence on Converting Potential into
Performance onThursday, September 12, 2019 at
Jaipuria Institute of Management, Dakachaya, Near
Shipra Naka, Indore and the speaker for the session
was Capt. Jaison Thomas.
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“Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.” —John F. Kennedy

“Leadership is not about titles, positions, or flowcharts. It is about one
life influencing another.” —John C. Maxwell
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HOW TO

Strategy is most talked about and widely coined word
and one that is least understood. Virtually, any action is
termed as ‘strategic’ without the speaker having faintest
idea of what is strategic about any action. If one were to
go by wisdom of legendry Gurus like Porter and Prahlad,
‘strategies’ are quite limited both in number and content.
The devil of Porter’s generic strategies resides in detail of
how a product is positioned in competitive space
including what inherent capabilities of organizations
does it seek to leverage, followed by deconstruction of
strategy into organization value chain, and then building
an organization that has interlinking parts within the
value chain, not only within the organization but also
seeking syc with suppliers and buyers value chain.
What is interlinking activities concept? For example,
Maruti Suzuki does not have to find an exotic alloy to
build reliability in its prone-to-failure parts (and thereby
escalate cost of its car) and plan for reliability with
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existing technologies and materials and then to offer
customer support within 8 hours of break down because
it has a huge network of service stations (or can build one,
integrating independent mechanics and workshops)
throughout India. Can competitors do that? Competitors
might choose to invest in exotic technologies and
materials to substitute its service network to achieve
similar customer support, thereby increasing their costs.
This then is essence of value chain interlinking and least
likelihood of copying of competitive advantage.
It is this interlinking of activities that creates competitive
advantage which leads to better financial performance.
Low cost strategy seems simple and yet most difficult to
build and sustain. 2 airlines like Indigo and Go Air both
seek to follow low cost strategy. One needs to understand
that low cost (which is cost to organization) is not the
same as low price (which is offered to customer). In cut
throat competition, Airlines have, for example cost of Rs.

“He who has learned how to obey will know how to command.” —Solon

Competitive
Positioning and
Organization
Architecture
3200 for a distance between Delhi and Indore but ended
up selling a seat for Rs. 2900. This is not what Porter
meant! Low cost strategy means
creating an organization value chain (comprising of all
activities of organization including its infrastructure,
manufacturing, marketing etc.) such that the cost does
not exceed Rs. 2900 and also that such cost is lowest
among all competitors. This leads to competitive
advantage and profits.
So how does an organization achieve lowest cost? It goes
beyond thinking supply chains like buying part A from
China, part B from Vietnam and software from Ireland or
India and delivering the product to customer in Malaysia
or India. If it was that simple, someone with deeper
financial resources like raising capital at lower cost in
USA or Japan or even Europe would copy the same and
beat you.
Strategy planning is a deep introspection exercise in what

“I am reminded how hollow the label of leadership sometimes
is and how heroic followership can be.” —Warren Bennis

is it that our organization can do better and continue to do
better in future than competitors and then conceptualize a
product or service that can be positioned in the market
space from a longer term perspective.
Thus, market positioning is not merely about guerrilla
tactic like positioning the product in competitive space
and running away when going gets tough but it is about
an organization value chain with interlinking parts which
are unparalleled (not duplicable) that leads to long term
performance.
Thus strategy conceptualization and implementation is a
creative thinker and architectural job and it starts with
what thought, capability and infrastructure has gone
behind positioning the product in competitive space.

Dr. Girish Kumar Agrawal
Founder, 3Cube Analytics
& Strategy Solutions.
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BACK TO BASICS

Regards, Best Regards,
Kind Regards-How
to Use Them in an Email
Should you write regards to close your next letter or
email? What does it mean to send your regards, anyway?

When to End an Email with
"Regards”
Historically, with best regards and with kindest regards
have been used as a letter closing-a.k.a. a valediction. In
decades past, regards implied not only esteem but also
affection; today it sits somewhat higher on the spectrum
of formality. While sending regards might have once
been reserved for close friends and family, the tone it
currently implies makes it well suited for informal
correspondence, whether business or personal. A good
definition for best regards, for example, would be a
comparatively neutral "with my best wishes and esteem."

Suitable Ways to End an Email

Using "Regarding" and "Regard"
in a Sentence
The preposition regarding can also be used in the sense of
concerning or with respect to.
The doctor called this morning regarding your test
results.
Has the travel agent given you any more information
regarding your proposed trip to Malta?
As a noun, regard can mean "consideration":
Jane has no regard for the safety of her employees.
Or "esteem":
The software development team holds their supervisor in
high regard.

?

As a verb, to regard means "to consider or think about
something in a particular way":

Formal (business) : Yours sincerely; Sincerely
Semi-formal

: With best regards; With kindest
regards; Warmest regards

The law regards child endangerment as a very serious
crime indeed.

Informal

: Regards; Kind regards; Best
regards

Or "to observe" (although this usage is archaic):

Personal

?
?
?

: Yours truly; Cheers; Love

Using regards in an email closing suggests that you have
respect for the recipient, but not necessarily a close
relationship with them. Because it is less formal than
sincerely, expressions with regards are perfect in emails,
which tend to be less formal than letters anyway.
The more informal style for an email would be simply
Regards. It can work for emails to people you work with
regularly, but you might also want to consider that if you
correspond with someone very frequently, no closing
may be required at all.

Alas, Dante could regard the object of his affection only
from a distance.
"Regards," "Best Regards," and "Regard" in Summary
Regards, Best regards, and Kind regards are good email
sign-offs.
Remember that concerning and about can work just as
well as, and more concisely than, in regard to and with
regard to. The phrases in regards to and with regards to
are never correct, and you might garner criticism if you
use them.
By : Catherine Traffis

https://www.grammarly.com/blog/regards/
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“I cannot give you the formula for success, but I can give you the formula for failure,
which is: Try to please everybody.” —Herbert Swope

“If one is lucky, a solitary fantasy can totally transform
one million realities.” —Maya Angelou
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HEALTH SECTION

Fundamentally, the word health itself comes from the
root word "whole". What we call, 'feeling healthy', is that
we have a sense of wholeness within us. If we are free of
diseases medically, that is not health. If we feel like a
complete human being in our body, mind and spirit, that
is when we are really healthy. There are any number of
people who are medically healthy, but not healthy in the
real sense because they do not experience a sense of
wellness within themselves.

In yoga, when we say
"health," we don't look at
the body; we don't look at
the mind; we only look at the
energy - the way it is.

If one has to experience this sense of wholeness and
oneness, it's important that one's body, mind, and above
all, one's energy functions in a certain level of intensity
within themselves. Now, physically, as per medical
terms, one may be healthy, but energies may be lethargic.
One doesn't know why things don't happen in life the way
they should, both inside and outside; this is simply
because one is not taking care of the well-being of his
energy.

Oneness and Wellness

The Yogic Way

For every physical or psychological situation that you go
through in life, there is an energy basis, which in turn has
a chemical basis. In a way, modern allopathic medicines
have become just chemistry. For every problem that
arises in your body, you are just trying to take in some
medicine, a chemical, and come to some kind of balance.
If you use one chemical to bring down one aspect, or
enhance another, there is also a side effect to this. For this
side-effect, there is an antidote; for the antidote there is
another antidote, it's an endless chain. Whatever is
happening on the chemistry level in your body is only
controlled by the way your energies function. Because a
man has got excess acids within him, you ingest some
alkaline medicine into him. But why does he have
excessive acids? Because of the way his mind, his body,
and above all, his energy, functions.
So, in yoga, when we say "health," we don't look at the
body; we don't look at the mind; we only look at the
energy - the way it is. If your energy body is in proper

balance and full flow, your physical body and mental
body will be in perfect health. There is no question about
it. Keeping the energy body in full flow is not about doing
any kind of healing or things like that. This is about going
to the foundations of your energy system and activating it
in a proper way, building a foundational yogic practice
that establishes your energy in such a way that your body
and mind are naturally fine.

If your energies are
kept in full flow and
proper balance, it is
capable of much more
than just health.
When it comes to health, no human being gets to live in
perfect conditions. The pressures of life, the food that we
eat, the air that we breathe, the water that we drink, all
these can affect us in many ways. The more our activities
are in the world, the more we're exposed to many things
that can throw our chemistry off balance and create
health problems. But if the energy in our system is
properly cultivated and kept active, these things will not
have an effect. The physical body and the mental body
will be in perfect health; there is no question about it.
See life functions in many ways. Let us say you don't
know anything about electricity. You do not know what
electricity is. This hall is dark. If I tell you to just press
this button and the whole hall will be flooded with light,
will you believe me? No. Now I just do it, and light
appears. You will call it a miracle, isn't it? Simply
because you don't understand how electricity works.
Similarly, life happens in many different ways. You have
limited yourself to just the physical, the logical - physical
in experience, logical in thinking.
Right now, medical sciences are limited to just knowing
the physical body. If anything happens beyond that, you
think it's a miracle. I just call it another kind of science,
that's all. It is another kind of science. Life functions in so
many ways. You have just limited yourself to the physical
and the logical. This life energy in you created your
whole body - these bones, this flesh, this heart, this
kidney and everything. Do you think it cannot create
health? If your energies are kept in full flow and proper
balance, it is capable of much more than just health.

https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/en/wisdom/article/oneness-and-wellness-the-yogic-way
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“If you would not be forgotten, as soon as you are dead and rotten, either write
things worth reading, or do things worth the writing.” —Benjamin Franklin

“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more, you are a leader.” —John Quincy Adams
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SPIRITUALITY

Pay Attention!
The only reason why someone is a mystic and someone is
not, is lack of attention. Someone is an artist, someone is
not. Why? Lack of attention. Someone can shoot straight
and someone cannot. Why? Lack of attention. From the
simplest to the highest things, it is just lack of attention.

Your levels of attention are
different at different times, and
whatever the peak attention that
you have had in your life at any
time, that is still not all of it. You are
capable of much more attention.

Whatever attention level you have right now is not all
that is possible. There is more but that is still redundant, it
is still in an un-manifest state where you do not have
access to it. So, at least you must pay all of what you have.
But even with your mental attention, you are at different
levels of attention at different times of your life and at
different times of the day. If you are doing your work, you
are in one level of attention. If you are in meditation you
are in a different level of attention. If you are eating
something that you like very much, you are in a different
level of attention. Your levels of attention are different at
different times, and whatever the peak attention that you
h a v e
had in your life at any time, that is still not
all of it. You are capable of
much more attention.

The Importance
of Paying

A few years ago, I took a small group of people on a trek
on a railway track between Subramanya and Mangalore.
This stretch has over 300 bridges and 100 tunnels. You
are practically either on a bridge or in a tunnel most of the
time, and it is an absolutely wonderful mountain. Some
of the tunnels are over a kilometer long. Even in the day it
is pitch dark. You cannot see your own hand in front of
you. Probably most people have never been in a place
like that because wherever you are there is some light.
Even the starlight gives you some sense of vision. But in
those tunnels, after some time you do not know whether
your eyes are open or closed, it is that dark.

Spirituality happens only because
you paid attention to your life and
you saw that you don't know where

it begins and where it ends.
I made them walk in those tunnels without any torches.
Initially, people were so terrified but after some time,
slowly they started walking and enjoying the whole
experience. If you are in a place like that, your attention
becomes really heightened. If you can keep your
attention like this every moment of your life then you will
glow. You will really glow.
At the ashram, I am constantly pushing people to notice
even little things. This is not just about the cleanliness or
aesthetics of the place but just to be absolutely attentive
to every little thing. If a pebble has turned over, you must
notice it. It is not a question of the pebble, it is just that
you are attentive. If you bring this attention to a peak, if
you learn to have a heightened sense of attention, then we
can teach you methods as to what you must and what you
should not attend to within yourself.

If you pay much more attention to
everything, if you heighten your
ability to be attentive, that could be
used in miraculous ways.
Right now, we are still working on people to get them to a
certain level of attention. If you become very attentive,
we can look at how to make use of that attentiveness.
Spirituality happens only because you paid attention to
your life and you saw that you don't know where it begins
and where it ends. You are going about as if whatever you
are doing is the be all and end all of life. The moment you
pay a little attention, you understand "This is not it."
So, the very first step of even thinking spiritual came to
you only because of a certain level of attention. If you pay
much more attention to everything, if you heighten your
ability to be attentive, that could be used in miraculous
ways.

https://isha.sadhguru.org/yoga/yoga_articles_yoga/pay-attention/
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“In matters of style, swim with the current; in matters of principle,
stand like a rock.” —Thomas Jefferson

“It is absurd that a man should rule others, who cannot rule himself.” —Latin Proverb
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How to check your Grammar in

SNIPPET

Gmail, Yahoo
Mail & Outlook
Here's how to use Gmail's
native spell-checker:

1

From a new message
Compose

or reply,

6

Reply

If you add to the email and want to check the spelling again, click

4

Click Free Check.

5

If you decide to go for Deep Check,
click the button.

ABC

Free Check

More options

click the More icon

Recheck

New Message

at the bottom right
of the message box.

Recipients

New Message

7

Only Grammarly is added to your web
browser, you'll see red squiggly lines
under those hard-to-spot writing
mistakes inside the Gmail email
composer window.

Subject

at the bottom
of the
message box.

Recipients
Subject
Good Day!

Deep Check

Good Day!
I have come across this infographic and it has the solution
to all our writting problems!

This will enable instant detection of most
types of difficult to spot writing mistakes,
poor word choice, or plagiarism.

5

I have come across this infographic and it has the solution
to all our writting problems!
Recheck

Default to full-sereen
Label
Plain text mode
Print

2

Check spelling

1

To detect obscure typos, weak
words, and tricky Grammar errors,
proceed as follows.

Smart Compose feedback

2

Click Check Spelling

3

Misspelled words will be highlighted.

Enable Advanced Spelling and Grammar Check in Gmail

Left-click each
highlighted word to
get a list of
alternative words.

1

New Message

Open a new
browser tab

2

Go to

6

The add Grammarly (it's free) to your browser.

www.grammarcheck.net/editor
Get Grammarly It's free

Recipients
Subject
Good Day!

3

3

Copy and paste your text into the online editor

I have come across this infographic and it has the solution
to all our writting problems!

4

writ ting

Click a word in the
list to have Gmail
replace your
misspelled word
with correctly
spelled alternative.

writing
rotting

4

rutting

Ignore

New Message

5

You can also click
Ignore to keep the
word as you typed
it and undo the
spell-check flag.

Recipients
Subject
Good Day!
I have come across this infographic and it has the solution
to all our writting problems!
info graphic
Ignore
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5

“It is better to lead from behind and to put others in front, especially when you celebrate victory when nice things
occur. You take the front line when there is danger. Then people will appreciate your leadership.” —Nelson Mandela

“Lead and inspire people. Don't try to manage and manipulate people.
Inventories can be managed but people must be led.” —Ross Perot
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SNIPPET

Outlook

YAHOO! MAIL

Yahoo Mail doesn't have an internal spell-checker. But, again, you can use external services to find errors when you
write in Yahoo Mail or any type of document.
As you write, you'll see incorrect words highlighted or underlined. You can even get suggestions for the correct spelling.

Desktop App
Here's is how to use Gmail's
native spell-checker:

Enable Advanced Spelling and Grammar Check in Yahoo Mail

1

6

Open a new browser tab.

Then add Grammarly (it's free) to your browser.

1

Open New Email.

2

Go to Options then
click Spelling & Grammar

2

Click a word in the list, then click change to have Outlook replace
your misspelled word with the correctly spelled alternative.

Get Grammarly it’s free

2

Go to
www.grammarcheck.net/editor

3

Copy and paste your text
into the online editor.

7

Once Grammarly is added to your web browser, you'll
see red squiggly lines under those hard-to-spot writing
mistakes inside the Yahoo Mail email composer window.
This will enable instant detection of most types of
difficult to spot writing mistakes, poor word choice, or
plagiarism.

4

Click Free Check.

5

If you decide to go for Deep Check, click the button.

3

Continue for all errors until Spell check is complete.

Deep Check
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“Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.” —Warren Bennis

“A key to achieving success is to assemble a strong and stable
management team.” —Vivek Wadhwa
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SNIPPET

By the way, Grammarly also works in

Outlook
Outlook (Web Browser)

Twitter

There is no built-in way to check spelling or grammar in Outlook on the
web. Here are other ways you can check inside your web browser:
Enable Advanced Spelling and Grammar Check in Outlook

Open a new browser tab.

1

2

Go to
www.grammarcheck.net/editor

5

If you decide to go for a Deep Check, click the button.
Deep Check

3

Copy and Paste your text into the online editor

4

ABC

6

Then add Grammarly (it's free) to your browser.
Get Grammarly It’s free

Click Free Check.

Free Check

7

Once Grmmarly is added to your web browser, you'll see red squiggly
lines under hard those hard-to spot writing mistakes inside the email
composer window of Outlook.
This will enable instant detection of most types of difficult to spot
writing mistakes, poor words choice, or plagiarism.
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“Leaders aren't born, they are made. And they are made just like anything else, through hard work.
And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal.” —Vince Lombardi

“Leaders must be close enough to relate to others,
but far enough ahead to motivate them.” —John C. Maxwell
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by Making
Small
Changes

!

!

RK
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13 hours

T

TO

GET SMART

60%

of time at work is spent
on emails and meetings.
You only have about

3 productive hours

Save
time spent
on emails.

An average worker
spends as much as 13
hours/week handling
emails.

Save up to
90 minutes
each day by turning
off notifications.

each day.

6 hours
An average whitecollar worker spends
about 6 hours/day
on email.

Every day, set apart
3-5 minutes
for checking emails.
But no more!

On average, we switch
tasks every 3 minutes.
It takes up to 25 minutes
to regain focus.

DO's and DON'Ts
of productive day:
DON'T

Start your day
1 hour earlier.

73%

63%

of people consider the best
time for creative work to be in
the morning.

of people say they
feel more productive
in morning.

+
You can complete up to 25%
more work by going to the office
1 hour earlier.
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Start your day by
writing down your
3 TOP priorities.
Start with the
most difficult task.

“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.” —John Maxwell

DO

Don't let others set your
agenda

Create weekly work plan

Don't say YES to every
request and task

Learn to say no at the right time

Don't let the office noise
distract you

Wear earphones for higher focus

Don't spend too
much time at meetings

Attend only crucial meetings

Don't check emails 30+
times per day

Turn off notifications

Don't make the mistake of
multitasking

Batch similar tasks and do
them together

“A leader is a dealer in hope.” —Napoleon Bonaparte
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TIT BITS

3 Excuses You Could Be Making

How

meditation
can improve your

writing

Meditation is
difficult

Meditation is only
for hippies

Meditation takes
too much time

Wrong. Have you ever gone
someplace serene and sat there
for a few minutes to enjoy the
quiet and solitude? If so, then
you've meditated. In the simplest
form, meditation is just sitting
quietly and giving your mind a
rest from all the mental
stimulation of your daily life.

Wrong. It's for everyone - even
those who are allergic to all
things touchy feely. Executives,
scientists, even the military is
embracing the practice as
"exercise" for the brain.

Wrong. In reality, five minutes is
all it takes. Even if you have three
jobs and 12 children, everybody
has five minutes. And that's all you
need to start with. If you increase
your time gradually, great. If not,
totally fine.

Are you intrigued by meditation and interested in
how it can help improve your writing. This simple
guide will help you understand exactly what
meditation is, how it can improve your mental well
being and capability, and how you can get started
immediately.

The 3- Minute Meditation Routine
This is a simple and easy exercise you can practice daily (or even
many times a day) to improve your focus and start receiving the many
benefits of meditation. Ideally, do this right before you start writing,
but anytime during the day is great.

3 Reason to Start Meditating
Mindfulness is like a muscle. When you build it
through meditation, mindfulness can help you to:

Improve
focus

Reset your
mental landscape

Reduce stress and
anxiety

Avoid being easily
distracted and getting carried
away while writing.

When you're in a listening
state of mind, you're more open
to new ideas and inspirations.

Some writers face a roller coaster
of stress when facing deadlines or
suffering from writer's block.

?

Mindfulness is the psychological process of
bringing one's attention to experiences in the
present moment. You can develop mindfulness
through the practice of meditation.
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Writer's block is a condition, primarily associated
with authors and writers. The condition is defined by
the lack of creative inspiration and low productivity.
This can last hours, days, or even years.

“You don't need a title to be a leader.” —Multiple Attribution

1 Find a quiet place

4

2 Sit up straight

5

Take slow, deep breaths. Focus your full attention on
the breath coming in through your nose and going
out through your mouth. At the same time, move
your belly inward and outward as you breathe. This
is called "belly breathing"

Every time your mind wanders, just
return your attention to the feeling of
your breath. (Yes, you'll have to start over
countless times. That's the whole game!)

3 Close your eyes

6
After five minutes (or longer), remain in
posture while slowly opening your eyes
and mind. Engage your mind and connect
with the topic you're going to write about.

You may find it hard to breathe into your belly at first, especially if you've never consciously tried diaphragmatic breathing. But
don't worry, your diaphragm will get stronger with time.
You may practice this technique lying on your back, which makes it even easier to get a session in—but also to fall asleep.

“Leadership is influence.” —John C. Maxwell
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TIT BITS

Want more? Here you go:

The 21 Day

Mediation
challenge
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 8

5 min.

5 min.

DAY 9

DAY 10

THINK ABOUT
PEOPLE
YOU LOVE

10 min.

10 min.

DAY 16

+
LIST 3 THINGS
YOU'RE
GREATEFUL FOR

5 min.

DAY 11

+

POSITIVE
THINGS ABOUT
YOURSELF

DAY 15

10 min.

DAY 6

5 min.

DAY 12

5 min.

DAY 13

+

10 min.

10 min.

DAY 20

+
TAKE A FEW

+
SAY 3

+
TALK TO A PERSON

+
REALIZE

DEEP BREATHS
OUTSIDE

COMPLIMENTS
TO YOURSELF

YOU DIDN'T
FOR A LONG TIME

CALMNESS IS
DEFAULT STATE
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10 min.

10 min.

DAY 14

+

DAY 19

10 min.

5 min.

VISUALIZE
A PLACE
OF LOVE

DAY 18

10 min.

DAY 17

LIST 3 GOALS
YOU WANT
TO ACHIEVE

TALK TO A
PERSON YOU DIDN'T
FOR A LONG TIME

10 min.

DAY 7

TO BE
MORE
MINDFUL

+

REALIZE
HAPPINESS IS
DEFAULT STAGE

+

10 min.

DAY 5

+

+

FOCUS ON
YOUR BREATH

5 min.

DAY 4

WAYS

10 min.

You don't need to meditate every day to experience the benefits of mindfulness at work.
Here are a few ways you can inject mindful moments into your day so you can de-stress and
do your best.
Mindfulness may seem like a great idea, but how do you become more mindful in the
context of a busy work day? You may have emails, phone calls, meetings, and presentations
to deal with. And, of course, your own work! In the middle of all that, how can you apply the
principles of mindfulness so that you feel more alive and present, as well as being
productive? Here are a few popular and other more radical ways to be mindful at work.

10 min.

DAY 21

10 min.

“If one is lucky, a solitary fantasy can totally transform one million realities.” —Maya Angelou

1

BE CONSCIOUSLY
PRESEN

Mindfulness is, above all, about being aware and awake
rather than operating unconsciously. When you're
consciously present at work, you're aware of two aspects
of your moment-to-moment experience-what's going on
around you and what's going on within you. To be
mindful at work means to be consciously present in what

“The supreme quality of leadership is integrity.” —Dwight Eisenhower

you're doing, while you're doing it, as well as managing
your mental and emotional state. If you're writing a
report, mindfulness requires you to give that your full
attention. Each time your mind wanders to things like
Helen's new role or Michael's argument with the boss,
just acknowledge the thoughts and bring your attention
back to the task in hand (see how to stop thinking). This
scenario sounds simple, but many aspects of your
experience can get in the way.
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Here are some ideas to help you stop being mindless and
unconscious at work and more mindful and consciously
present:
• Make a clear decision at the start of your workday
to be present as best you can. Pause for a few
moments before you start your work day to set this
intention in your mind.

2

USE SHORT MINDFUL
EXERCISES AT WORK

BE A SINGLE-TASKER

• Keep a time journal of what you achieve in a block
of time. Work out when you're single-tasking and
when you're multi-tasking. Note down what you
achieved in that time block and how mindful you
were.

USE MINDFUL
REMINDERS

The word "mindful" means to remember. Most people
who've read about or undertaken training in mindfulness
appreciate the benefits of mindful living. Unfortunately,
they keep forgetting to be mindful! The reason you forget
to be mindful is because your brain's normal (default)
mode is to be habitually lost in your own thoughtsrunning a sort of internal narrative. When you're going
about your usual daily activities, your brain switches you
into this low energy state, which is unmindful, almost
dreamy. Doing some things automatically, without
thinking, is fine but research undertaken at Harvard
University showed that 47 per cent of a person's day can
be spent lost in thoughts. The same research found that
day dreaming can have a negative impact on well-being.
Being on auto-pilot means that you're not fully present
and awake to the opportunities and choices around you.
You can't be creative, plan something new or respond
appropriately if you're operating mechanically.
By using some form of reminder, you can be mindful
again. The reminder shakes you out of auto-pilot mode.
Try these reminders:

Single-tasking is doing one thing at a time. Multi-tasking
is trying to do two or more tasks at the same time or
switching back and forth between tasks. Nobody can
actually multi-task. In reality, your brain is madly
switching from one thing to the next, often losing data in
the process. Most people know multitasking is
ineffective nowadays. If multi-tasking is so inefficient,
why do people still do it? The reason was uncovered in a
study by Zheng Wang at Ohio State University. She
tracked students and found that when they multi-tasked,
it made them feel more productive, even though in reality
they were being unproductive. Other studies found that
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Here are a few ways to kick the multi-tasking habit and
become a mindfulness superhero:

4

Mindful exercises train your brain to be more mindful.
The more mindful exercises you do, the easier your brain
finds it to drop into a mindful state, thus optimizing your
brain function. In the busy workplace, finding time for a
30-minute mindful exercise can be difficult. So does that
mean you can't be mindful at all at work? Nope. Mindful
exercises can be as short as you wish. Even one minute of
consciously connecting with one of your senses can be
classified as a mindful exercise. You don't need to close
your eyes. You don't even need to be sitting down. Be
creative about finding slots in the day to practice
mindfulness exercises. At times of excessive pressure at
work, practicing a short mindfulness exercise can be a
saviour. The process helps to rebalance your nervous
system, toning down the fight-or-flight response and
engaging the wise part of your brain, so that you make
reasoned decisions rather than automatically react to
situations.

3

the more you multitask, the more addicted you get to it.

• Setting an alarm on the phone - even a vibrating
alarm that doesn't disturb others can work well.
So, every time your phone rings, you take a mindful
breath. Every time you hear the ping of a text message,
you pause to be mindful of your surroundings rather than
immediately reacting by checking the message. All these
things are opportunities to come back into the present
moment, to see yourself and your surroundings afresh.
You take a small step back and reflect rather than
automatically react to what's coming at you in the form of
demands, tasks, and challenges.

“Success Is fine, but success is fleeting. Significance is lasting.” —Beth Brooke

5

SLOW DOWN TO
SPEED UP

Mindfulness at work does seem counter-intuitive. You're
considering the fact that, by stopping or slowing down,
you can become more efficient, productive, happy,
resilient and healthy at work. You may not think that
slowing down and being conscious can have such an
effect (see How to Stop for more tips on that).
Imagine being asked to stop sleeping for a week.
Sleeping is resting-and resting isn't work. So, simply stop
sleeping and just keep working. Maybe you've
experienced this when studying for exams or trying to
meet a deadline at work. Eventually your efficiency
drops to almost zero; you're completely living out of the
present moment and perhaps even hallucinating! You
need to sleep at least seven hours every night to be able to
function effectively.
Clearly, rest can increase efficiency. If you do manage to
get about seven hours of sleep and achieve a certain
amount of work, imagine what would happen if you also
did a few mini-mindfulness exercises during the day?
Your brain would become even more efficient, focused,
effective at communicating with others, and better at
learning new skills.

highly stressed people who believed that stress was bad
for their health had the highest chance of dying. Your
beliefs about stress clearly affect how they impact on
your health and well-being. Another study even found
that the blood vessels constricted (as is seen in those with
heart disease) in people who believed that stress was bad
for them, but stayed open and healthy in those who
believed that stress was good for them.
If reading this didn't make you go "wow," try reading it
again. It's the most exciting research I've read this year!
So if you want to make stress your friend, you need to
change the way you think about it and, in turn, your
body's response to it.
Mindfulness can help you achieve this change in
perception. The next time you're facing a challenge at
work, notice how your heart rate speeds up and your
breathing accelerates. Observe these responses and then
switch your attitude-respond to your stress creatively
rather than negatively. Be grateful that the stress
response is energizing you. Note that your body is
preparing you for your upcoming challenge and that a
faster heart rate is sending more oxygen around your
body. Be grateful that the process is sharpening your
senses and boosting your immune system. By viewing
the stress response from this perspective, you see your

Being in a panicky rush leads to bad decisions and is a
misuse of energy. Instead, pause, focus on listening,
stroll rather than run, and generally take your time when
at work. Effective leaders, workers, and entrepreneurs
slow down and reflect to make the best decisions and
actions-they slow down to speed up. That's a mindful
way of working.

6

MAKE STRESS
YOUR FRIEND

Recent research conducted at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, asked 30,000 people the same
question: "Does the perception that stress affects health
matter?" The results were astonishing.
The researchers found that people experiencing high
levels of stress but who believed that stress was good for
them had among the lowest mortality rates. Whereas

“Success is best when it's shared.” —Howard Schultz
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upcoming problem as a positive challenge and recognize
your body preparing to meet it. This small change in
attitude can literally add years to your life and improve
your productivity and achievements in the workplace.

7

FEEL GRATITUDE

Humans have a "negativity bias." Essentially, this means
that you're much more likely to focus and dwell on
something that's gone wrong than on things that have
gone well. Behaving in this way every day means that
you ultimately adopt an excessively negative and
unbalanced way of thinking.
Gratitude is the antidote. Plenty of evidence suggests that
actively practicing gratitude makes you feel better and
has a positive impact on your creativity, health, working
relationships, and quality of work. Gratitude makes
being at both work and home more positive experiences.
If you feel like you're stuck in a job you don't enjoy, the
first step is to practice gratitude. What's going well in
your job? Maybe you're grateful for the money? Even
though it may be less than you'd like, you probably prefer
it to having no salary at all. You may not like your
manager, but maybe you're friends with a couple of
colleagues? You hate the office politics, but they give you
insight into what you don't like in a job, so in the future
you know what to look for. After practicing gratitude,
you can then consider whether you want to continue in
that role or need to find another job.
Being mindful of what's going well at work helps to
improve your resilience. Rather than allowing your mind
to spiral into anxiety or dip into low moods as you brood
over all the aspects of the job you don't like, you can feed
your mind with thoughts of gratitude to raise your wellbeing. Then, if you do decide to find another job, your
positive mental state can help you select an appropriate
position and optimize your performance in the interview.
People hire positive people, not those who just complain
about what's going wrong. Use gratitude to neutralize
your brain's natural negativity bias.
Humility comes from the Latin humilis, meaning
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8

CULTIVATE HUMILITY

grounded. Humble people have a quiet confidence about
themselves and don't feel the need to continuously
remind others of their achievements. Humility may seem
counter to our culture of glorifying those who make the
most noise about themselves, grabbing our attention. But
actually, humility is attractive-no one enjoys being
around those who continually sing their own praises, and
most people enjoy the company of those who are willing
to listen to them rather than talk about themselves all the
time.
In Jim Collin's hugely popular book Good to Great, he
identified leaders who turned good companies into great
ones. He found that the companies exhibiting the greatest
long-term success (at least 15 years of exceptional
growth) had leaders demonstrating all the skills of your
standard leader but with one extra quality-personal
humility. They were willing to work hard, but not for
themselves-or the company. If things went wrong, they
didn't seek to blame other to protect themselves. And if
things went well, they immediately looked outside of
themselves to congratulate others. They didn't have an
inflated ego that needed protecting all the time.
Humility is often confused with meekness or timidity but
they're not the same. Humility does not mean seeing
yourself as inferior; rather, it means being aware of your
natural dependence on and equity with those around you.
How is humility linked to mindfulness? Mindfulness is
about accepting yourself just as you are, and being open
to listening to and learning from others. Mindfulness is
also synonymous with gratitude-you appreciate how
others have helped you. And someone who is grateful for
the contribution of others is naturally humble.
To develop a little more humility, try the following:
• Undertake mindful exercises: Mindfulness
reduces activity in the part of the brain that
generates the story of your self-sometimes called
the narrative self. Giving too much attention to you
and your own story is unhealthy. Mindfulness

“A mistake is simply another way of doing things.” —Katharine Graham

practice helps you to be more connected with your
senses-the present self. Your attention widens and
you can see how much others contribute to your
everyday successes.

9

ACCEPT WHAT YOU
CAN'T CHANGE

Acceptance lies at the heart of mindfulness. To be
mindful means to accept this present moment just as it is.
And it means to accept yourself, just as you are now. It
doesn't mean resignation or giving up. But it does mean
acknowledging the truth of how things are at this time
before trying to change anything.
Here's a workplace example. If you went $30,000 over
budget, that's a fact. It's already happened. As soon as you
accept that, you can move forward and try to deal with the
situation. Lack of acceptance can lead to denial of the fact
(maybe causing you to go even more over budget) or
avoidance (you keep skipping meetings with your boss)
or aggression (you vent your anger at your team
unnecessarily, adversely affecting relationships and
motivation). Instead, you can accept the situation, talk to
the necessary people, learn from your mistakes, and
move on. Acceptance actually leads to change.

10

ADOPT A GROWTH
MINDSET

According to Carol Dweck and her team at Stanford
University researcher, people essentially adhere to one of
two mindsets-a growth or a fixed mindset.
People with a fixed mindset believe that their basic
qualities, such as their intelligence and talents, are fixed
traits. Instead of developing their intelligence and
talents, they spend their time hoping their traits will lead
to success. They don't seek to develop themselves,
because they think that talent alone leads to success.
They turn out to be wrong-brain science has proved
otherwise.
People with a growth mindset believe that they can
improve their intelligence and talents with effort. By
applying themselves, they think that they can get better.
They see brains and talent as just the starting point, and
build on them with hard work and determination. Brain
scans have actually revealed that effort does lead to
growth in intelligence and enhancement of initial talent
over time. People with this mindset have a love of
learning and demonstrate greater resilience. Success at
work depends on having a growth mindset.

When you accept yourself, you cut down on energydraining self-criticism. You're then much better able to
enjoy your successes and smile at your shortcomings.
Personal acceptance is even more powerful. Selfacceptance is embracing all facets of yourself-your
weaknesses, shortcomings, aspects you don't like and
those you admire. When you accept yourself, you cut
down on energy-draining self-criticism. You're then
much better able to enjoy your successes and smile at
your shortcomings. Through self-acceptance, you can
create a clarity of mind that allows you to work on those
aspects of yourself you wish to improve. The starting
point of self-improvement and personal development is
self-acceptance.

“You have to create something from nothing.” —Ralph Lauren
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Mindfulness is about adopting a growth mindset.
Mindfulness is about giving attention to the present
moment and not judging your innate talent or
intelligence, but being open to new possibilities. When
you adopt a growth mindset at work, you don't mind
getting negative feedback as you view it as a chance to
discover something new. You don't mind taking on new
responsibilities because you're curious about how you'll
cope. You expect and move towards challenges, seeing
them as opportunities for inner growth. That's the
essence of mindfulness at work-believing that you can
improve and grow with experience, moving towards
challenges, living in the moment, and discovering new
things about yourself and others.

4
STEPS

FOR ADOPTING A
GROWTH MINDSET

Use the following four steps to develop a growth
mindset, based on research by Dweck and colleagues:

1

3

Question the fixed
mindset attitudes.

When your fixed mindset says "What if I fail? I'll be a
failure," you can ask yourself "Is that true? Most
successful people fail. That's how they learn." Or if fixed
mindset says "What if I can't do this project? I don't have
the skills," reply with "Can I be absolutely sure I don't
have the skills? In truth, I can only know if I try. And if I
don't have the skills, doing this will help me to learn
them."

4

Take action on the
growth mindset.

This will make you enjoy the challenges in the
workplace, seeing them as opportunity to grow rather
than avoid. Use the above system if you mind starts
leaning towards the fixed mindset.
Over time, you'll find yourself habitually of a growth
rather than fixed mindset, leading to greater success and
personal mastery that before.

Listen to the voice of a
fixed mindset in your head.

This is about being mindful of your own thoughts when
faced with a challenge. Notice if the thoughts are telling
you that you don't have the talent, the intelligence or if
you find yourself reacting with anxiety or anger when
someone offers feedback to you.

2

Notice that you have
a choice.

You can accept those fixed mindset thoughts or question
them. Take a few moments to practice a mindful pause.

https://www.mindful.org/10-ways-mindful-work/
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“Risk comes from not knowing what you're doing.” —Warren Buffett

“What's measured improves -Peter F. Drucker.” —Ralph Lauren
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